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Project Description
The Cultural Ecologies Project is a public research program of the IUPUI Arts
& Humanities Institute (IAHI). It asks the seemingly simple question, "How do
cultural interventions transform cities?" We work with community stakeholders
to examine the impact of the arts and humanities across multiple scales —
from the personal to the neighborhood to the city level.
The Challenge
The arts and humanities are fundamental to the life of cities. They help shape
the way that we
see the world. They
foster creativity, understanding,
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self-reflection, and empathy. They encourage us to pursue nuanced and
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complex
ideas in our conversation and communication. They bring pleasure
and respite from the stresses of everyday life. They create more livable
environments that attract and retain residents. They provide valuable skills,
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the knowledge economy. And, they generate revenue, create
jobs, and build the tax base AMOUNT
far beyond the cost of investment.
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Despite their importance however, we are generally quite poor at analyzing
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have some good economic data, which planners often use to design
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information such as attendance rates and audience satisfaction to report to
funders. But, we often don't ask bigger questions—questions that go beyond
simple quantitative
and instrumentalist metrics. How do the arts and
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humanities participate in the larger transformation of our cities? How do these
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that we might analyze, understand, and evaluate cultural
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that we should be measuring? For whom are we
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measuring? What types of cultural programs might make the city a better
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place?
How do
our arts and humanities interventions constructively and
ethically engage with issues of social justice?

